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Abstract

The curriculum vitae (CV) is an important document for a faculty member and is one of the Vrst
documents reviewed by peers or evaluators when a faculty member is being considered for promotion. It
catalogs the training history, accomplishments, awards, and productivity of a faculty member over time.
Prior work has demonstrated how the CV should be organized and what content should be included.
However, no contributions to the literature have discussed how reviewers and other academic leaders
view CVs, how to structure CV entries to promote career advancement, and how CVs can become useful
or limiting for faculty, regardless of whether a faculty member is actively going through the promotion
process. We discuss how the CV can be seen by evaluators and concerns that can cause the CV to
decelerate. We then make recommendations on how the CV can accelerate a faculty member toward
academic career advancement and promotion.

Introduction
The curriculum vitae (CV) is one of the most important documents a faculty member can create. It catalogs the
training history, accomplishments, awards, and productivity of a faculty member over time and is used by
advancement, promotion, and tenure committees to determine whether a faculty member has earned
promotion and tenure. Prior work has demonstrated how medical students and faculty should build their
CVs,  but scant literature speaks to how CVs can become useful or limiting for faculty, regardless of whether
a faculty member is actively going through the promotion process. On the Association of American Medical
Colleges website, technical tips about organizing content on a CV are listed, but the site does not share how a
CV is viewed or considered by peers or evaluators.  Faculty may not recognize a powerful CV nor know how to
create one. They also may have inadvertently created a CV that shows deceleration or slowed progress toward
advancement, which can impact the ability to achieve promotion. 

CV Deceleration
In working with early career family medicine faculty, we have reviewed many CVs and have noted many
challenges. For example, some CVs are very thin, where the time in rank of a faculty member should have
resulted in more entries across the domains of education, research, and clinical care. At times this is due to not
recording accomplishments, but at other times it is due to increased focus on clinical care or other pursuits
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consuming any time available for scholarly projects and CV building, especially for underrepresented minority
faculty and women of all races.  However, many faculty may not have had faculty development regarding the
importance of CV entry and upkeep, and may not have been afforded opportunities for accomplishments to
add to the CV. The major problem with decelerated or stagnant CVs is that they do not tell the story of faculty
growth and progress. An example would be multiple entries of the same presentation at different locations on
the CV, causing the CV to cease telling a narrative about career progress. Decelerated CVs are a problem that is
not unique to family medicine faculty.  While the literature offers structural and content-based tips on how to
build CVs and on what to include on a CV, it lacks details on how a CV creates a narrative and the importance of
narrative for career advancement.

CV Acceleration
A CV requires careful planning; it is both a record of work and a narrative about a faculty member’s career.  It
should be easily accessible and shareable with peers and colleagues.

This paper builds on the published literature on CVs and the available information on CV creation from multiple
websites. We developed this manuscript to help faculty move beyond the CV being solely a record or data
dump of career activities and create in their CV a narrative that leads to career advancement. An accelerated
CV serves the faculty member; it tells the story of why the faculty member is qualiVed for advancement or other
activities.

Tools to accelerate CVs are available from multiple sources: local mentors, recently promoted peers in other
specialties, external mentors within family medicine professional organizations, national fellowships,
Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) annual conferences, and the STFM Resource Library. We offer
the suggestions in Table 1 to accelerate a CV toward academic promotion and tenure.

Conclusion
In this manuscript we have discussed the accelerators and decelerators toward promotion and tenure in
academic medicine as evidenced in the CV. SpeciVcally, the CV is a story, and faculty can use the table to
ensure that their story is accurately reeected in their CV. Leaders who read CVs are looking for progression and
for a cohesive thread throughout; faculty should have that in mind when modifying their CV. Key accelerators
include transitioning presentations to publications, keeping the CV updated, and avoiding redundancies
wherever possible. Mentorship can play a vital role in crafting a CV and in purposefully creating a cohesive
narrative of teaching expertise, leadership, and scholarship. The information in this manuscript can serve to
help increase the number of family medicine faculty who have CVs that are competitive for promotion as well
as help grow faculty’s scientiVc, education, and service contributions.

Tables and Figures
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